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About This Game

Cubiques brings you a collection of challenging puzzles with a minimalistic and incredibly beautiful environment. It's a relaxing
game, that is loaded with calming music an 5d3b920ae0
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Fun, quite short, easy puzzles. The only complaint I have is that the spaces should be marked, so you can judge whether to go
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one way or another when looking at a large mass of same-colored spaces.. When you try to select a level it scrolls down
extremely slowly and it takes ages to get to the level i left on.. Cubiques is a good little puzzler. It looks great and is engaging
and has a great atmosphere. The game is challenging and has 70 levels to complete, each growing more complex as you progress.
It performs well and has a good simple layout. Controls are simple and easy to use and the game itself has a minute footprint on
your hard drive. Glad to see it has made the move over from mobile on to PC as well.. Learning curve was good. Fun puzzle
game if you have a couple hours.
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